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SYNOPSIS 
 
 
THE LAST MISTRESS is a smoldering adaptation of Jules Barbey d’Aurevilly’s scandalous 19th-

century novel. Set during the reign of “citizen king” Louis Philippe, it chronicles the surprising 
betrothal of the aristocratic, handsome  Ryno de Marigny (newcomer Fu-ad Aît Aattou) to 
Hermangarde (Roxane Mesquida of FAT GIRL), a young, beautiful and virginal aristocrat. 
Lurking in the margins – and in the imaginations of high society’s gossip-hounds – is de 
Marigny’s older, tempestuous lover of ten years, the feral La Vellini (Argento). Described as, “a 
capricious flamenca who can outstare the sun,” La Vellini still burns for de Marigny, and she will 
not go quietly.  
 
Though a fascinating departure into more traditional storytelling, THE LAST MISTRESS sees 
Breillat continuing her career-long interest in the ramifications of female desire, casting Argento 
as an impassioned independent woman for the ages, but it is also a surprisingly witty and 
touching – and needless to say sexily explicit - period drama that explores the age-old battle of 
the sexes.  
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DIRECTOR CATHERINE BREILLAT TALKS ABOUT 
THE LAST MISTRESS 

 
The Idea 
When I first met producer Jean-François Lepetit, the idea of making a film based on the novel 
Une Vieille Maîtresse had been on my mind for a long time. However, each time we met, I gave 
him scripts for other films. Until ANATOMY OF HELL, which I have always considered as the end 
of a necessary cycle I had to finish before moving on to new pastures. And yet, as Jean-
François says himself, without that film, I would never have been able to make THE LAST 
MISTRESS. There is a certain distance between them. 
 
I have always said that if I had been born in a different century, I would have been Jules 
Barbey d’Aurevilly, the author of the book I adapted to the screen. In his works, you have to 
look for the essence and hidden meanings which censure imposed, and forced him to tread a 
delicate path. 
 
Anémone, a famous French actress, introduced me to the book. She would have liked to play 
the role of Vellini. I enjoyed the dandyism, a last shout from the aristocracy. Just like the 
Marquise de Flers, I am absolutely “18th century.” The 18th century was more elegant and open-
minded than the 19th, when the middle classes came into power, bringing narrow-mindedness 
and rigorously strict moral principles. The film contrasts these morals with the power of 
sentiments that transcend conventions. I also loved all these highly androgynous characters. 
Ryno is a terrible womanizer, a sort of Valmont (DANGEROUS LIAISONS), but he is also, like 
many dandies, deeply feminine. I’ve often dreamt about Michelangelo and the “Portrait of a 
Young Man” by Lorenzo Lotto (which is also in the film), about these men of dazzling beauty, a 
certain feminine beauty, yet without being effeminate. 
 
The story could only take place in an aristocratic environment. When struggling to survive, 
feeding a family and finding a room for shelter, there is no time for the leisure of romance. Not 
enough time to experience the pureness. Sentiment can only be expressed in a certain level of 
comfort where it is not tainted by the harsh realities of life. The way many great authors of that 
era expressed strong feeling in such idealistic settings has always fascinated me. Aristocracy 
simply lends itself to the refinery of sentiments. 
 
Ten years ago, I underlined the important parts of the novel and dictated the basis of the 
scenario in four days. I did not want to adapt it; I wanted to make it mine. I took incredible 
liberties with the storyline. The script had obviously been ripening in my mind over the years, 
and I modified it again. 
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The General Public 
This is my most accessible film for the general public, and yet I did not betray myself. In 
contrast with my usual films, this one does not break any taboos. I had taken that style as far 
as it would stretch; it was time to come back to the essentials in life, pleasure, romance and 
passion. But romance is dark, which was another reason for wanting to make this film; for the 
romanticism, the burning passion, the terrible suffering, but without perverting the sentiments. 
The heart of the story portrays an ideal that topples into disaster as soon as it is reached. 
 
All my previous films were judged nefarious or scandalous, but they did not represent the real 
me. I think this film really corresponds to my personality. I’m free at last. It represents the me 
that does not rise up against the world and its taboos. When I’m at peace, I’m actually terribly 
romantic. 
 
The Vicomte de Prony says that if Ryno de Marigny ever became a Minister, he would do his 
utmost to make himself unpopular. That’s what I’ve always done. Like all artists, I laid my 
foundations in opposition. And it’s a tough position, because when you realize just how much 
people can hate you for a film, a simple film, it’s pretty frightening. I’m not a terrorist, I don’t 
hurt anyone, all my actors like me and I’ve never betrayed them. 
 
Cinema and Paintings 
Fiction is about recognizing oneself behind the mask. We all live the same life, experience the 
same feelings. This is why fiction is so essential to us, as it is in Art, because it serves that 
precise purpose. Making a film means creating prototypes for the spectators sitting in the dark 
who will identify completely with them. This time, I chose to make a romantic adaptation. 
 
Films are not realism. The true sense comes over in a painting when the artist does not bother 
with reality. Reality is everywhere, on TV and in newspapers. But Art does not have to be 
realistic. Films bring this over differently. Neorealism is a style, but not the realism that only 
makes pretty little films. That’s the difference between a filmmaker and a maestro. The 
maestros have their own light, they do not need to know which lamp will throw light where, 
because their light shines from inside. 
 
I think of myself as a painter. I have always invented my own colours and chosen the pigments 
myself. And I was not going to start using acrylics just because I’d decided to paint a fresco! 
Paintings have often influenced the image and the tonality of my films, like ROMANCE for 
example. To make that film, I turned to the Italians of Florence and Bergame, just like Lorenzo 
Lotto. I also adore many northern painters such as Holbein and Dürer, who also painted 
beautiful young, masculine men, but with lips and beautiful eyes like girls. I love this paradox. 
 
The Characters 
What I really enjoy, is using literature as everyday language. The dialogue in this film is long 
and full of deep meanings, but only the emotion counts. I made complex sentences which were 
not meant to be recited, but expressed like unraveling thought. Actors have to be extremely 
concentrated to control these thoughts. But without us hearing the commas and periods! This 
was, as in my other films, one of the aspects that required attention. 
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Asia Argento (La Vellini) 
I met Asia ten years ago in Toronto. Despite her very young age, I could already imagine her in 
the role of Vellini. She’s a character all of her own. And she was magnificent. Although it was 
quite a job tracking her down, once I found her again, she was as loyal as ever, even when 
shooting was delayed for a year because of my accident. 
 
Fu’ad Aït Aattou (Ryno de Marigny) 
I was having lunch with my assistant and my production designer. At the end of the meal, Fu’ad 
came over to see me. I immediately knew he would be Ryno, if he could act. For the first time, 
I had found that dazzling beauty, feminine without being effeminate, that I’d always hoped to 
find. It was love at first sight; what I’d always dreamed of. His first attempts were not 
successful. Despite his beauty, he was not putting enough into it. Beautiful people cannot be 
forgiven! I asked him to come back to try again, and this time he was incredible. It happened to 
be his birthday that day, 2nd November, which was also Barbey d’Aurevilly’s birthday. For his 
character, I wanted a clearness of the heart. I did not want anything like Merteuil 
(DANGERIOUS LIAISONS). This story is about love and passion where the characters are pure. 
Real life is like Merteuil. With Fu’ad, as with all the other actors that I have come across, I feel 
I’m working with what I call “new born oxygen”. They have the pureness and energy of freshly 
discovered crystals. They were dedicated to the film. They wear my colours. 
 
Roxane Mesquida (Hermangarde) 
With Roxane it was also love at first sight. Following FAT GIRL and SEX IS COMEDY, this is the 
third time we have worked together. I love her and I wish her staggering beauty and acting 
talents were more recognized. Roxane stood up to those who tried to make her say I’d 
manipulated and destroyed her. Her loyalty deeply moves me. She declares she truly became 
an actress during the love scene in FAT GIRL, which was an act of bravery for such a young 
woman, and she came out of it radiant. 
 
Claude Sarraute (The Marquise de Flers) 
I first saw Claude on a French talk show. In my mind, the Marquise de Flers (Hermangarde’s 
mother) was like Louise de Vilmorin (French author 1902-1969), with her juvenile old lady with 
the twinkling eyes aspect. I gave her five pages to learn and she knew it by heart. We are close 
friends today. I adore this distinguished intellectual who can, like me, say stupefying things with 
such freedom of thought without the slightest concern about what others might think. There is 
definitely something aristocratic about her. 
 
Yolande Moreau (The Comtesse d’Artelles) 
I first noticed Yolande’s exceptional intelligence during one of the Cesar ceremonies (French 
Academy Awards). She has class and is sincerely generous. She immediately accepted the role. 
She is magnificent in it and comes over so differently from the Yolande we know… in one line, 
she had to say “Comme la mer monte” (like the sea is rising); first of all, she thought it was a 
veiled reference to her own film, which has the same title, but in fact, the sentence came 
straight out of Barbey d’Aurevilly’s book, which I’d copied into the script. 
 
Michael Lonsdale (The Vicomte de Prony) 
I wanted English humour and elegance for the Vicomte de Prony’s character, which Michael 
Lonsdale has in a nutshell. I love the way that Michael sometimes uses words with incredible 
triviality with that high-pitched voice, full of irony and mischief. 
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Additional Cast 
The film gave me the chance to work once again with Anne Parillaud, Lio, Amira Casar, Caroline 
Ducey and Isabelle Renault, who were kind enough to accept. Jean-Philippe Tessé (an 
influential French film magazine journalist) plays the role of the Comte de Mareuil. I spotted him 
while he was talking to his editor in the street one day. I chose him just like that, instinctively, 
the way I always do with actors. 
 
Shooting 
Although I made no compromises, I know I would have made a different film if I had not had 
that stroke. I direct physically and I thought that it would be impossible on this film. But I was 
wrong. When making a film, you go towards the impossible, and the impossible happened once 
again. Film making is such a different state of mind, in which everything is possible, which is 
why I love it so much. 
 
Jean-François Lepetit did not make any compromises either. He is an extraordinary producer. 
No one else would have taken on such a heavy film with such a handicapped director. The 
insurance companies refused to cover me. 
 
Shooting started exactly a year, day for day, after my accident. We started with the outdoor 
shots at Lalatte Fort, near Fréhel’ point, and on Bréhat Island, which was the most difficult 
logistically. 
 
The whole film took me eight months, which is pretty quick for a film of this scale. I always 
shoot very quickly and the quality of the actors helps me. I take long shots, which is rather 
risky, because if ever one of the actors loses concentration, we have to start all over again. On 
the other hand, when we obtain magnificent things, we already have five to six minutes in the 
can. I may be mad, or perhaps have a very traditional style, but I’m extremely strict in my 
work. 
 
THE LAST MISTRESS is my dearest film. After all, it has cost as much as all the other ten put 
together. The only site where I could find the settings I wanted without going hundreds of 
miles away was on Bréhat Island—my island shooting was complicated; horses had to be taken 
over on barges, and a little train was needed to transport the film crew. I found Vellini’s house 
on the coast there, at the end of Paon lighthouse pier. The moor is just behind the house I own 
on the island. 
 
For the costumes, as for the rest, I do not want to be a prisoner of realism, even if it is a period 
film. For Asia’s character, I imagined a femme fatale from the fifties with Rita Hayworth style 
revealing necklines instead of those that really existed in the days of Barbey d’Aurevilly. So I 
followed my fantasies. In my mind, the most beautiful Spanish woman of all times was the 
platinum blond (and German) Marlene Dietrich in THE DEVIL IS A WOMAN. We set off in the 
same direction. In addition the actors’ costumes, all the jewelry, tiepins, costumes and lacework 
are authentic. They add to the film’s climate. In spite of my lameness, I made it to the flea 
market to find the accessories I needed. 
 
My approach to the film set is also instinctive. For example, for the church scene, I decided to 
fulfill my dream and use Saint-Augustin for the door and Saint-Vincent for the great golden 
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Christ inside. From the script, no one understood what we were shooting at Saint-Augustin and 
Saint-Vincent. But in the finished film, it has created a sort of ideal church in my eyes. 
 
In the same way, at the National Archives, I indicated Ryno’s stairway here, the bedroom there, 
and Tortoni’s arcades elsewhere. I had decided to turn this magnificent site into a sort of 
cinema city where we could shoot everything. The old gold shades and patina on the paneling 
were still intact making it a wonderful site. Everything was shot here; apart from the scenes 
shot at Lalatte Fort and the Hôtel de Beauvais, which had a half-circle façade I thought was 
vital. And I was impatient to get it. For Vellini’s apartment, I simply went to the Schlumberger 
family’s town house in Rue Séguier, where my son’s grandmother lives. 
 
 
 
 
 

THE CAST TALKS ABOUT THEIR CHARACTERS 
 

LA VELLINI 
by ASIA ARGENTO 

 
I met Catherine Breillat in 2000 in Toronto where I was presenting my film, SCARLET DIVA. She 
told me about her idea then, but she made several other films before getting round to it. In my 
opinion, Catherine’s films are essential. I saw ROMANCE when I was writing a film that I myself 
thought would be impossible to make. But when I saw what she’d managed to do, I realized it 
was possible for a woman to approach sex freely. Catherine’s work has inspired me a lot and I 
will never forget the feelings I experienced thanks to her film. She gave me the courage. See 
FAT GIRL, which is also one of my greatest cinema experiences, a unique film, truly 
exceptional, that I have seen many times. 
 
I love her films and her way of thinking. I was intrigued to work with her. I had decided to be 
putty in her hands. Although I am a filmmaker myself, I only wanted to be an instrument for 
her to use. I hate people who complicate things or cannot stay in place. I put myself at her 
disposal for her story. When I accept to act for someone, I am like a geisha ready for anything! 
I let myself be totally guided. Accepting to let yourself go is a really liberating experience. 
 
I also liked her idea because the subject is universal. It refers to ideal, instinctive love, a 
complete fantasy. To help me get into the character, Catherine advised me to see THE DEVIL IS 
A WOMAN by Josef von Sternberg, featuring Marlene Dietrich. Vellini is an eternal woman. A 
fire burns within her that inflames all who approach her. She is a she-wolf. The real beauty of 
this woman lies in her difference. She has her own style. She loves passionately; she is not 
interested in passing fancies. She is uncompromising, possessive and sensual. The dialogue and 
fluctuations of the soul give this role something that takes it much further that it would have 
been possible in other eras. In fact, it is a very modern idea and I love identifying my own love 
affairs with it. Vellini brought memories of passionate affairs, and some painful ones, back to 
me. 
 
One of Catherine’s strengths is giving herself no limits. In costume films, I hate the way 
inspiration comes from still paintings, where there is no movement and everything is 
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constricted. Catherin managed to add life and passion to these sets and codes. Catherine had 
written and explained the character very well. She gives very precise indications about what she 
wants. I think that’s great. I would really like to conform to her point of view, her aesthetic 
sense and her personal vision of love. 
 
During the film, the language barrier was an obstacle. Catherine has quite a structured way of 
thinking and sometimes I was worried about not understanding her. It was stressful. I have 
never worked so hard on my French. Usually, I don’t even look at my script until a couple of 
days before shooting, but this time I had five pages to read per day. I studied my lines. 
Sometimes I thought I’d understood her intentions, but I realized I was wrong when it came to 
shooting and I had to change my approach. It was not easy. Catherine tends to film long 
sequence shots, which require remaining concentrated whilst the camera is all over the place. 
 
I was slightly anxious about the love scenes, but in fact, they were the easiest. I felt so free. 
The filming was full of rich experiences. There were numerous violent emotions. I had to ride a 
horse, and I was afraid because my grandfather died from a horse-riding fall. On the set, there 
were moments when I felt something really special, unique, and I did things I had never done 
before, and expressed myself like never before. 
 
Peritonitis nearly killed me during shooting. We had to stop for two weeks. Everyone expected 
Catherine would be a problem after her stroke, but in fact it was me. I don’t know what 
happened. I am never ill. There was something magical about it though. Everything I had kept 
inside during shooting, things I did not want to say, broke loose in my stomach. The experience 
changed my life. From this film I will treasure meeting Catherine, and a host of sentiments as 
contrasted and as passionate as those in this story. I am really proud of this film. 
 

RYNO DE MARIGNY 
by FU’AD AÏT AATTOU 

 
When I first met Catherine Breillat, I had only seen one of her films, ROMANCE. Whether you 
like her films or not, you cannot deny they are full of genuine sincerity. That affects me and 
gives me the impression of understanding her world a little and makes me feel that there is a 
place for me there. 
 
Having the leading role in a big production is pretty exciting. I do not think I will have the 
opportunity to play such a intense character very often. Wherever my career takes me in the 
future, at least I have that experience. Ryno de Marigny is a wonderful role that made me feel I 
was telling my own story through my character. The plot brought back the memory of an 
important love story that took place a while ago that I had never told anyone about. The film 
gave me the opportunity to use and express the related emotions that were bottled up inside 
me. 
 
The further the costumes, hair styles and make-up are from the real me, the easier it is for me 
to throw myself into the character. My personal aim is to feel at ease with myself in the role. 
And the less the role resembles me, the more I can throw myself into it. Although I cannot 
really explain why, I feel very close to Ryno. He can only really be himself and throw off the 
constraints of his society when he is with his old lover who has already freed herself from that. 
These rare moments of truth explain the strength of their relationship. 
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Four months before shooting, I started rehearsing my lines. Mastering the language from 
another era was one of the difficulties of the film. At the time I lived in Lille (northern France) 
and I used to go out every evening and shout my lines on motorway parking areas to get 
familiar with each and every detail. I wanted to sound natural. 
 
I’ll never forget the first day on the set. We were in Brittany, in the courtyard at Lalatte Fort. 
There was an extraordinary atmosphere and the smell of wet soil. We wound up with the scene 
where Roxane arrives on horseback, crying, and I take her in my arms. Although my first lines 
were quite simple, I was blocked. I just couldn’t get the words out in front of the camera. 
Luckily, things got better after that. 
 
I put a lot of my true self into the character and then I let Catherine be my guide. Sometimes, I 
had prepared the scenes from a certain angle and she saw them from a completely different 
one. And each time, I noticed she was right. I trusted her entirely. I like the high standards she 
sets for herself. I have always felt we had things to exchange. We are both convinced about 
what we have to do. 
 
In this film, I act with women most of the time; Claude Sarraute, the Marquise, and Roxane, 
who plays my wife, were excellent partners, but most of my scenes were with Asia Argento. We 
got along well; she really helped me a lot and always knew how to make me feel confident. 

 
HERMANGARDE 

by ROXANE MESQUIDA 
 
Catherine gave me the script without mentioning the role. I love working with her so much that 
I would have accepted blindfolded. Plus the fact that I really wanted to be in a costume film; a 
childhood dream. I think that love stories were told much better in period films than they are 
today. Our society, even if it pretends to be freer, does not deal with things quite so frankly as 
before. Although they had a more structured code of conduct and manners, they were far 
blunter and to the point. Feelings were more genuine, more wholehearted. For actors, it is an 
opportunity to go further and take emotions to their limits. 
 
I was moved by my character Hermangarde, who is the sole victim. Her love for Ryno is pure. 
But her social status prevents her from expressing it, as if she were in shackles, and she 
remains cold and never sheds a tear in front of him.  I could not break away from my character 
and I really felt her most vulnerable moments were when she was alone and could at long last 
cry. They were two very different states, one more formal and the other more instinctive. The 
contrast between the parts where Hermangarde maintains her rank and those where she 
subsides into pure emotion was impressive. 
 
On the first day, Catherine made us run around wearing our costumes so we could forget them 
and get used to them. My first scene was in the horse-drawn carriage, when I say goodbye to 
my grandmother. All of a sudden, I really felt the difficulty of using period language naturally. I 
was so stressed out that I stuttered over each syllable. A real catastrophe. Catherine managed 
to get me over it by joking about it. 
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This was my third film with her and I’m more than satisfied. She enjoys saying it’s the third 
time I’ve lost my virginity in her films. I can see she is evolving. Even if her accident has 
modified her way of functioning, she still does not miss a detail. Paradoxically, her accident has 
changed her, she is more peaceful. I owe her everything. Thanks to her, I now know why I love 
this job. At the age of 13, I was in a film without understanding what was going on. But I felt 
so wonderful that I really wanted to carry on. I love acting. When I met her, she showed me 
how far emotions could be taken. And that has become my own aim now. The tougher it is, the 
further it goes, the more I want to act it. Catherine knows the exact level of my potential, she 
knows precisely what she can get out of me and each time I feel like I’m exploring new things. 
With Catherine, I don’t need to think, I let myself go completely and it is only when talking 
about the film later that I take stock of everything I’ve done and felt. 
 
Whether alone in a scene or with another actor, I always lean on Catherine. She knows how to 
get us into the right frame of mind, although I do not quite understand how. For example, for 
the lighthouse scene when I’m on the verge of fainting, she made me go up and down the 
stairs several times until I really felt I was about to faint. I think she is the only director who 
works like that. That helps me to discover my own emotions, at the risk of being overwhelmed. 
But it feels so good! I trust her so much that I simply follow her instructions, because I know 
she won’t let me down. I am putty in her hands; she can do whatever she likes with me. 
 
As far as I’m concerned, it was sheer pleasure all the time, every second of it. I counted the 
days because I did not want it to come to an end. I loved filming the scene where, in tears, I 
gallop up riding side saddle and beg Ryno not to abandon me, stopping just in front of the 
camera. It was quite hard because I’d never ridden before. I had to come to a stop in tears and 
control the horse at the same time, and keep the intense emotion flowing. The more things 
appear difficult and hopeless, the more I enjoy doing the. In the morning, I love telling myself 
that I’m never going to make it. 
 

LA MARQUISE DE FLERS 
by CLAUDE SARRAUTE 

 
When I heard that Catherine Breillat wanted me in her latest film, I simply didn’t believe it. My 
only acting experiences dated back to my youth, and even then, I had an odd way of acting, 
which in fact earned me a few performances, because being out of step was fashionable at the 
time. Then I became a critic for Le Monde for the next 40 years and never set foot backstage or 
on a set because I wanted to keep my spectator’s seat in order to remain neutral. 
 
In my mother’s ultra snob circle of friends, Catherine Breillat has always been recognized as a 
filmmaker of the utmost interest. Though my tastes are more popular and unprejudiced, they 
did not prevent me from admiring her work, which is always audacious and full of raw emotion. 
Her films are worth far more than the simplistic clichés that those, who more than often haven’t 
seen the films, like to stick on them. 
 
When I met her, I was attracted to her intelligence and her subtlety, but above all, I was 
moved by her sensitivity and her fragility. It is fascinating to see how much this woman links so 
much energy to the little bird fallen out of the nest attitude. I asked to be tested and she gave 
me a long scene to learn, which I acted out at her house. I was very pleased with the 
experience and sincerely thought nothing else would come of it. But a few days later, I got a 
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call confirming my role as the Marquise de Flers. I was more than enthusiastic. I was a 
debutant actress at the age of nearly 80. 
 
The Marquise is a complex character. She is rich, powerful, which was quite rare for a woman 
of her time, but it is her experience that characterizes her best: she has already lived; she 
knows what life is all about. When her beautiful granddaughter, the gem of her line, falls in love 
with the dissolute Ryno, she is distrustful, but she lets the young man charm her. Beyond 
conventions and the right-thinking cold-sidedness, the Marquise remembers her own passions 
and loves that may have caused her pain, but which she could do nothing about. That’s 
something which moves me. 
 
I will remember the shooting period for a long time. It was a difficult moment in my personal 
life, because my husband, Jean-François Revel, was dying. Between visits to the hospital, I 
concentrated on what Catherine wanted me to do. The introduction to the film industry 
delighted me and helped me. I went through all that with a mixture of intense emotions, and I’ll 
never forget Catherine’s exceptional energy and her remarkable sensitivity. 
 

CAST FILMOGRAPHIES 
 

Asia Argento – La Vellini 
 2007 GO GO TALES by Abel Ferrara 
  DISENGAGEMENT (DÉSENGAGEMENT) by Amos Gitaï 
 2006 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) by Catherine Breillat 
  THE THIRD MOTHER (LA TERZA MADRE) by Dario Argento 
  BOARDING GATE by Olivier Assayas 
 2005 TRANSYLVANIA by Tony Gatlif 
 2002 XXX by Rob Cohen 
  B. MONKEY by Michael Radford 
  RED SIREN (LA SIRÈNE ROUGE) by Olivier Megaton 
 2001 LES MORSURES DE L’AUBE by Antoine De Caunes 
 1999 NEW ROSE HOTEL by Abel Ferrara 
  THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA by Dario Argento  
 1996 THE STENDHAL SYNDROME (LE SYNDROME DE STENDHAL) by Dario Argento 
 1994 QUEEN MARGOT (LA REINE MARGOT) by Patrice Chéreau 
 1993 TRAUMA by Dario Argento 
 1989 RED WOOD PIGEON (PALOMBELLA ROSSA) by Nanni Moretti 
  SANCTUAIRE by Michele Soavi 
DIRECTOR 
 2004 THE HEART IS DECEITFUL ABOVE ALL THINGS 
  (LE LIVRE DE JÉRÉMIE) 

2000 SCARLET DIVA 
 
Fu’ad Aït Aattou – Ryno de Marigny 

2006 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) by Catherine Breillat 
 
Roxane Mesquida – Hermangarde 
 2006 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) by Catherine Breillat 
  SHEITAN by Kim Chapiron 
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 2005 LE GRAND VOYAGE by Ismaël Ferroukhi 
 2002 SEX IS COMEDY by Catherine Breillat 
  SEXES TRES OPPOSÉS by Éric Assous 
 2001 FAT GIRL (À MA SOEUR) by Catherine Breillat 
 2000 GAIA by Olivier de Plas 
 1998 THE SCHOOL OF FLESH (L’ÉCOLE DE LA CHAIR) by Benoît Jacquot 
 1997 MARIE BAIE DES ANGES by Manuel Pradal 
TELEVISION 
 2006 MENTIR UN PEU by Agnès Obadia 
 2005 LES VAGUES by Frederic Charpentier 
 2003 LES PARADIS DE LAURA by Olivier Panchot 
 
Claude Sarraute – La Marquise de Flers 
 2006 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) by Catherine Breillat 
THEATRE 
 2002 LA PRESSE EST UNANIME 
 
JOURNALIST, COLUMNIST AND CONTRIBUTOR 
 “ON VA S’GÊNER” radio show on Europe 1 since 1999 – Columnist 
 “ON A TOUT ESSAYÉ” TV show on France 2 since 2000 – Columnist 
 COLUMNIST AT FRANCE INTER (1995-1999) 
 JOURNALIST FOR LE MONDE (1953-1996) 
 JOURNALIST FOR THE SUNDAY EXPRESS PARISIAN OFFICE (1954) 
AUTHOR 
 2005 BELLE, BELLE, BELLE 
 2003 DIS VOIR, MAMINETTE 
 2000 DIS, EST-CE QUE TU M’AIMES? 
 1998 C’EST PAS BIENTÔT FINI! 
 1996 DES HOMES EN GENERAL ET DES FEMMES EN PARTICULIER 
 1995 PAPA QUI? 
 1993 AH! L’AMOUR, TOUJOURS L’AMOUR 
 1991 MADEMOISELLE, S’IL VOUS PLAIT! 
 1989 MAMAN COQ 
 1987 ALLÔ! LOLOTTE, C’EST COCO 
 1985 DITES DONC 
 
Yolande Moreau – The Comtesse d’Artelles 
 2006 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) by Catherine Breillat 
  LES SAPINS BLEUS by Romuald Beugnon 
 2005 LOCKED OUT (ENFERMÉS DEHORS) by Albert Dupontel 
  KING-KONG PARADISE by Stefan Liberski 
  AU CRÉPESCULE DES TEMPS by Sarah Lévy 
  PARIS, I LOVE YOU (PARIS, JE T’AIME) by Sylvain Chomet 
  CALL ME ELISABETH (JE M’APPELLE ELIZABETH) by Jean-Pierre Améris 
 2004 ZE FILM by Guy Jacques 
  THE AX (LE COUPERET) by Costa-Gavras 
 2003 WHEN THE SEA RISES (QUAND LA MER MONTE) by Yolande Moreau, Gilles Porte 
  French Academy Awards 2005, Best Actress (César) 
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 2002 BODY TO BODY (CORPS À CORPS) by François Hanss 
  WELCOME TO THE ROSES (BIENVENUE CHEZ LES ROZES) by Francis Palluau 
 2001 A PIECE OF SKY (UNE PART DU CIEL) by Bénédicte Liénard 
  STEP BY STEP (UN HONNÊTE COMMERÇANT) by Philippe Blasband 

2000 AMELIE FROM MONTMARTRE (LE FABULEUX DESTIN D’AMÉLIE POULAIN) by 
 Jean-Pierre Jeunet 

  THE MILK OF HUMAN KINDNESS (LE LAIT DE LA TENDRESSE HUMAINE) by 
  Dominique Cabrera 
 1998 LE VOYAGE À PARIS by Marc-Henri Dufresne 
  L’AMI DU JARDIN by Jean-Louis Bouchaud 
 1997 LET THERE BE LIGHT (QUE LA LUMIÈRE SOIT!) by Arthur Joffé 
  VOLLMOND by Fredi M. Murer 
  MERCI MON CHIEN by Philippe Galland 
 1996 TOUT DOIT DISPARAÎTRE by Philippe Muyl 
  AN AIR SO PURE (UN AIR SI PUR) by Yves Angelo 
 1995 THE THREE BROTHERS (LES TROIS FRÈRES) by Didier Bourdon & Bernard  
  Campan 
  HAPPINESS IS IN THE FIELD (LE BONHEUR EST DANS LE PRÉ) by Étienne  
  Chatiliez 
  LA BELLE VERTE by Coline Serreau 
 1994 THE HORSEMAN ON THE ROOF (LE HUSSARD SUR LE TOIT) by Jean-Paul  
  Rappeneau 
 1992 GERMINAL by Claude Berri 
  MY WIFE’S GIRLFRIENDS (LES AMIES DE MA FEMME) by Didier Van Cauwelaert 
  LOONIES AT LARGE (LA CAVALE DE FOUS) by Marco Pico 
  THE SON OF THE SHARK (LE FILS DU REQUIN) by Agnès Merlet 
 1988 LE JOUR DE CONGÉ by Carole Laganiere 
 1985 VAGABOND (SANS TOIT NI LOI) by Agnès Varda 
 1984 VIVEMENT CE SOIR by Patrick Van Antwerpen 
WRITER-DIRECTOR 
 2001 WHEN THE SEA RISES (QUAND LA MER MONTE) Cowritten with Gilles Porte 
  The Louis Delluc first work prize 2004 
  French Academy Awards 2005, Best First Feature Film (César) 
 
Michael Lonsdale – The Vicomte de Prony 
 2006 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) by Catherine Breillat 
  LA QUESTION HUMAINE by Nicolas Klotz 
  GOYA’S GHOSTS by Milos Forman 
 2005 MUNICH by Steven Spielberg 
  ONCE UPON A TOMORROW by Sandrine Veysset 
 2004 GOOD GIRL by Sophie Fillières 
  JEANNE À PETITS PAS by Nagar Djavadi 
  LES INVISIBLES by Thierry Jousse 
  LE PARFUM DE LAME DAME EN NOIR by Bruno Podalydès 
 2003 BYE BYE BLACKBIRD by Robinson Savary 
  STRANGE CRIME by Roberto Andò 
  5x2 by François Ozon 
  LE FURET by Jean-Pierre Mocky 
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 2002 THE MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM by Bruno Podalydès 
 1999 THOSE FACING US by Jean-Daniel Pollet 
  ACTORS by Bertrand Blier 
 1998 RONIN by John Frankenheimer 
  DON JUAN by Jacques Weber 
 1997 LET THERE BE LIGHT by Arthur Joffé 
 1994 NELLY AND MR. ARNAUD by Claude Sautet 
  JEFFERSON IN PARIS by James Ivory 
 1992 THE REMAINS OF THE DAY by James Ivory 
  ORDER OF THE DAY by Michel Khleifi 
 1991 MY LIFE IS HELL by Josiane Balasko 
  WOYZECK by Guy Marignane 
 1988 THE TRIBULATIONS OF BALTHAZAR KOBER by Wojciech Has 
 1986 THE NAME OF THE ROSE by Jean-Jacques Annaud 
 1985 BILLY ZE KICK by Gérard Mordillat 
  L’ÉVEILLÉ DU PONT DE L’ALMA by Raoul Ruiz 
 1984 GOOD KING DAGOBERT by Dino Risi 
 1983 ERÉDIRA by Ruy Guerra 
 1982 THE GAMES OF COUNTESS DOLINGEN by Catherine Binet 
  SWEET INQUEST ON VIOLENCE by Gérard Guerin 
  ENIGMA by Jeannot Szwarc 
 1979 MOONRAKER by Lewis Gilbert 
 1978 BARTLEBY by Maurice Ronet 
 1977 THE ACCUSER by Jean-Louis Bertucelli 
  THE DEVIL IN THE BOX by Pierre Lary 
  L’ADIEU NU by Jean-Henri Meunier 
 1976 MR. KELIN by Joseph Losey 
 1975 THE PINK TELEPHONE by Édouard Molinaro 
  GALILEO by Joseph Losey 
  INDIA SONG by Marguerite Duras 
 1974 THE SPECTER OF FREEDOM by Luis Buñuel 
 1971 THE OLD MAID by Jean-Pierre Blanc 
 1970 DEAREST LOVE by Louis Malle 
 1969 L’ÉTALON by Jean-Pierre Mocky 
  DESTROY, SHE SAID by Marquerite Duras 

1968 LA GRANDE LESSIVE by Jean-Pierre Mocky 
 STOLEN KISSES by François Truffaut 

 1967 THE BRIDE WORE BLACK by François Truffaut 
 1965 LA BOURSE ET LA VIE by Jean-Pierre Mocky 
 1964 LES COPAINS by Yves Robert 
 1962 THE TRAIL by Orson Welles 
 1961 ADORABLE LIAR by Michel Deville 
 1960 THE ITCHY PALM by Gérard Oury 
 1958 A BULLET IN THE GUN BARREL by Michel Deville 
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CREW FILMOGRAPHIES 
 
Catherine Breillat 
DIRECTOR, WRITER 
 2007 THE LAST MISTRESS (UNE VIEILLE MAÎTRESSE) 
  Competition, Cannes International Film Festival 2007,  
 2003 ANATOMY OF HELL (ANATOMIE DE L’ENFER) 
 2002 SEX IS COMEDY 
  Directors’ Fortnight opening, Cannes International Film Festival 2002 
 2001 BRIEF CROSSING (BRÈVE TRAVERSÉE) 
  Grand Prize, Festival de Luchon 2002 
  Best Actress Award, Geneva 
 2000 FAT GIRL (À MA SOEUR) 
  Berlin International Film Festival, Official Selection 
  Best Young Actress Award, Rotterdam Film Festival 
  Grand prize and double prize for Best Actress, Chicago 
 1999 ROMANCE 
 1996 PERFECT LOVE (PARFAIT AMOUR!) 
 1995 À PROPOS DE NICE, LA SUITE  
 1991 DIRTY LIKE AN ANGEL (SALE COMME UN ANGE) 
 1987 VIRGIN (36 FILLETTE) 
 1979 NOCTURNAL UPROAR (TAPAGE NOCTURNE) 
 1975 A REAL YOUNG LADY (UNE VRAIE JEUNE FILLE) 
AUTHOR 
 L’HOMME FACILE, edited by Christian Bourgois & 10/18 (re-edited by J’ai lu in 2001) 
 LE SILENCE, APRÈS…, edited by François Wimille 
 LES VÊTEMENTS DE MER (play), edited by François Wimille 
 LE SOUPIRAIL, edited by Guy Authier 
 TAPAGE NOCTURNE, edited by Mercure de France 
 POLICE, edited by Albin Michel & Le Livre de Poche 
 36 FILLETTE, edited by Carrère 
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 UNE VRAIE JEUNE FILLE, edited by Editions Denoël 
 PORNOCRATIE, edited by Editions Denoël 
 LE LIVRE DU PLAISIR (anthology), edited by Éditions Numéro 1 
 ROMANCE (script), edited by Les Cahiers du Cinéma 
 À MA SOEUR! (script), edited by Les Cahiers du Cinéma 
 CORPS AMOUREUX, ENTRETIENS AVEC CLAIRE VASSÉ, edited by Editions Denoël 
 
Jean-François Lepetit 
PRODUCER 
Jean-François Lepetit founded Flach Film in 1983. He has produced and co-produced numerous 
feature films, TV programs and documentaries. Since ROMANCE in 1997, he has produced 
Catherine Breillat’s last five films and is curently working on Nora Hamdi’s first film, DES 
POUPÉES ET DES ANGES as well as Catherine Breillat’s next film BAD LOVE (temporary title) 
which will be filmed in English in Toronto and Paris this coming autumn, starring Naomi 
Campbell in the leading role. 
 
 

CAST 
 
La Vellini…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………Asia Argento 
Ryno de Marigny…………………………………………………………………………………………Fu’ad Aït Aattou 
Hermangarde……………………………………………………………………………………………Roxane Mesquida 
The Marquise de Flers ………………………………………………………………………………….Claude Sarraute 
The Comtesse d’Artelles……………………………………………………………………………….Yolande Moreau 
The Vicomte de Prony………………………………………………………………………………..Michael Lonsdale 
Madame de Solcy……………………………………………..……………………………………………Anne Parillaud 
Mademoiselle Marie-Cornélie Falcon……………………………………………………………………Amira Casar 
The Singer………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………Lio 
The Queen of Diamonds………………………………………………..………………………………Caroline Ducey 
The Arrogant One…………………………………………………………….…………………………Isabelle Renauld 
The Comte de Mareuil……………………………………………………….……………………Jean-Philippe Tessé 
Sir Reginald………………………………………………………………………………………………Nicholas Hawtrey 
Oliva……………………………………………………………………………….………………………………Léa Seydoux 
The Cardinal de Flers……………………………………………………………………….…………..Frédéric Botton 
The Best Man……………………………………………………..……………………………………….Aurlien Foubert 
The Comte de Cerisy………………………………………………..…………………………..Jean-Claude Binoche 
Ryno’s Valet……………………………………………………………………………………..Jean-Gabriel Mitterrand 
The Courtesan…………………………………………………………………………………..….Marie-Victoire Debré 
The Abandoned Woman…………………………………………….……………………………Camille Schnebelen 
Vellini’s Suitor………………………………………………………………………….……………….Ashley Wanninger 
The Court Jester………………………………………………………………………………….Jean-François Lepetit 
Vellini’s Suitor…………………………….…………………………………………………………………Thomas Hardy 
The Pianist………………………………..…………………………………………………………….Ezéquiel Spucches 
The Surgeon………………………………………………..…………………………………………………..Éric Bouhier 
The Castle Doctor……………………………………………….…………………………………………….Patrick Roig 
Father Griffon…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Patrick Tetu 
The Chambermaid…………………………………………………………………………..…………….Suzanne Marty 
The Castle Valet…………………………………………….……………………………………..Stéphanie Hausauer 
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The Butler………………………………………………………………..………………………………….Daniel Lemoine 
Diner Waiter…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Éric Turanzas 
The Kitchen Maid………………………………………………………………….………………………..Josian Taleux 
The Vicar……………………………………………………………………………………..…………………Alain Connan 
The English Witness………………………………………………………………….…………………Frédéric Laforêt 
The Old Berber Woman…………………………………………………………….……………………….Malika Kadri 
Vellini Young Girl…………………………………………………………………………………..Azza et Meïssa Souif 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CREW 
 

Writer and Director…………………………………….………………………………………………Catherine Breillat 
Producer…………………………………………………………………….……………………….Jean-François Lepetit 
Director of Photography…………………………………………………….………………………..Yorgos Arvanitis 
Editor………………………………………………………………………………………………………Pascale Chavance 
1st Assistant Director…………………………………………………..……………………………………Michaël Weill 
Sound……………………………………………………………………………………..………………………..Yves Osmu 
            Yves Levéque 
                   Sylvain Lasseur 
                   Roland Duboué 
                Emmanuel Croset 
Production Designer……………………………….…………………………………….François-Renaud Labarthe 
Costumer…………………………………………………………………….………………………………..Anaïs Romand 
Production Manager……………………………………………………………………………………………Eddy Jabes 

 

 

MUSIC 
 

YES SIR 
Ralph Benatzky 

© Ufaton Musikverlag c/o BMG Music Publishing France 
Courtesy of BMG Music Vision 

Version for piano Ezequiel Spucches 
“Yes Sir” sung by Lio 

 
GUILLAUME TELL: OVERTURE 

(Orchestra) (1995 Digital Remaster) 
© 1973 Emi Records Ltd. Digital 

Remastering © 1995 by Emi Records Ltd 
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GUILLAUME TELL: ON ENTEND DES MONTAGNES 
(1995 Digital Remaster) 

© 1973 Emi Records Ltd. Digital 
Remastering © 1995 by Emi Records Ltd 

 
JOHN PLAYFORD 
Faronell’s Division 

Extract from La Follia (Alia Vox) 
Hesperio XXI 

Direction Jordi Savall 
 

SANCTUS SANCTUS, 4 SANCTUS 
Dona Nobis Pacem, 5 Agnus Dei 

Extracts from MISSA SOLEMNIS, ré M, op 123 (Beethoven) 
By Julia Varady, Vinson Cole, Iris Vermillion, Rene Pape, Kolja Blacher, the Berlin Philharmonic 

Orchestra, and Radio Berlin Choir 
Conducted by Georg Solti (Orchestra) and Robin Gritton (Choir) 

© 1995 DECCA RECORDS COMPANY Ltd 
Courtesy of Universal Music Special Projects 

 
HENRY PURCELL, THE PLAINT 

Alfred Deller, counter tenor, Wieland Kuijken, bass viol 
William Christie, harpsichord 

Roderick Skeaping, baroque violin 
© harmonia mundi s.a., 2006 
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